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Abstract

Types of planning

In this paper we show parts of an implementation that runs the
following planning algorithms: Round robin, Short Remaining
Time First (SRTF), Shortest Job First (SJF), preemptive
priority, non-preemptive priority, multiple queues and multiple
fed back queues; to make an analysis of the metrics of each in
order to determine which algorithm is the optimum.

Appropriative Planning: The process "appropriates" the CPU,
this means that the task assigned, remains at runtime until
completion.

Keywords: Processes, round robin, SRTF, SJF, multiple
queues.

Non appropriative Planning: In this type of planning, tasks are
assigned an execution time, and when it ends, or a given
condition occurs, the running process can be "expelled", in
order to serve another process in queue [2].

Scheduling Policies
INTRODUCTION
Scheduling algorithms fulfill the function of defining the
resources that a process uses for execution, highlighting the
importance of good management to maximize CPU
performance, because otherwise a process could cover all CPU
resources, decreasing its effectiveness.

There are several policies to allocate the CPU to system
processes.


First in, first out (FIFO) (preemptive): Based on the
guideline that the first process to enter the ready queue is
the first to leave.



Round Robin (Non Preemptive): It is assigned a period of
time (Quantum), that the process will occupy the CPU. If
the process is not completed, it is sent to the suspended
queue, which after a period of time sends the process to the
ready queue.



Shortest process first (SJF) (preemptive): Selects the
process with the shortest execution. A variation of this
algorithm is its non-preemptive version, which chooses the
process with the least running time remaining, expelling
one with a greater runtime.



Multiple queues: The ready queue is divided into several
queues, each with a scheduling algorithm; and there is
planning between queues, managed as levels. A variation
of this algorithm is the queue feedback, which is
essentially changing queue, or level, when the process has
fulfilled a given waiting time in a given level queue [5].

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
State of processes
Processes have several models to define their states; in this case
we will use the five states model that comprises: [3]
Execution: The process is running.
Ready: The process is in memory, ready to move to running
state.
Blocked: The process cannot be executed because it is in
conflict with another operation.
Suspended: The process is waiting to move to the ready state.
Terminated: The process has already completed its running
state.

Scheduling algorithm

STATE OF THE ART

It is an Operating System (OS) module, responsible for
controlling the system tasks, managing the process execution
state, and deciding at each step, which task should run in each
moment. The purpose of planning is to ensure extensive use of
the CPU, attempting to achieve equity in runtime access
distribution [1].

In doing a literature review, the planning process was found to
include areas such as:
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Quantitative analysis [6].



Communications networks [7].



Simulation [8].
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Computer industry [9].



Benchmarking [10].

queue Priority =1

In these fields we observe significant presence of related
disciplines such as software development, mathematical
modeling and analysis of graphs [11].

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING ALGORITHMS



Processor 3:



P6 –time040 –Priority=System –resource= ram 64 –
queue Priority =1



P7 –time=18 –priority=user –resource=printer-1 –
queue Priority =1



P8 –time=41 –priority=E/S –resource=printer-1 –
queue Priority =1

Analysis criteria


Response time: The time needed to complete a p
process outstanding work, including idle time waiting
for execution.



Standby time (lost time): CPU time, how long it is
ready and waiting to run.



Penalty ratio: Fraction of the response time during
which p was waiting.



CPU utilization: Percentage of time the CPU is doing
useful work [4].

Simulation
The simulation is done by dividing the analysis into two
sections, by the number of ready queues that each processor
has:


One queue: Round Robin, SJF, SRTF, preemptive
priority, Non preemptive Priority.



Several queues: multiple queues, multiple fed back
queues.

The following parameters have been defined for all
simulations, with the aim of analyzing the performance of
scheduling algorithms.

Simulation results
The results of the Round Robin algorithm simulation are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Round Robin Algorithm Metric.

The results of the SJF algorithm simulation are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. SJF algorithm metric.

The SRTF algorithm simulation results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. SRTF algorithm metric.

Resources:


Ram - 128 mb.



Printer – 1 port.



Speakers – 1 port.

Processor 1:


P1 - time=10 - priority=User - resource= ram-64 –
queue Priority=1



P2 - time=20 - priority=System - resource= speakers1 - queue Priority =1

The results of the non-preemptive priority algorithm simulation
are shown in Table 4.

Processor 2:


P3 - time=20 - priority=User - resource= speakers-1 queue Priority =2



P4 - time=15 - priority=System resource=printer-1 - queue Priority =2



P5 - time=5 - priority=E/S - resource= ram-12 -
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Table 4. Non-preemptive priority Algorithm Metrics.
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The results of preemptive priority algorithm simulation are
shown in table 5.
Table 5. Preemptive priority algorithm metric.

CONCLUSIONS
Scheduling algorithms enable optimizing CPU runtime
according to the resources being handled at any given time.
Optimizing the system resources depends directly on how the
scheduling algorithm organizes tasks to be carried out.

The results of the multiple queues algorithm simulation are
shown in table 6.

There may be combinations among the methods to schedule
processes which are likely to increase performance, in terms of
CPU usage.
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